One of the roles of general purpose dictionaries is to include neologism in word lists and to describe their semantic features. However, not all dictionaries regularly include relevant cases of neologism. French-Korean dictionaries pay even less attention to monitoring of newly created words than French monolingual dictionaries in which a certain number of new words are entered every year.
Practical Works for the Presentation of Neologisms in French-Korean Dictionaries
One of the roles of general purpose dictionaries is to include neologism in word lists and to describe their semantic features. However, not all dictionaries regularly include relevant cases of neologism. French-Korean dictionaries pay even less attention to monitoring of newly created words than French monolingual dictionaries in which a certain number of new words are entered every year.
Twenty four neological verbs from a list proposed by Camille Martinez are selected in this study, and they are created by agglutination of affixes. In general, this process in morphological derivation simply generates a new word and allows user to easily assume a new meaning. However, non-native speakers of French may not understand the metaphorical amplification of the meaning (placardiser) or the semantic restriction (dédiaboliser). These unexpected changes should be taken into account in French-Korean dictionaries in order to be of more useful tools for Korean users. 
